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Abstract. We propose a new computational method for segmenting to-
pological sub-dimensional point-sets in scalar images of arbitrary spatial
dimensions. The technique is based on computing the homotopy class de-
ned by the gradient vector in a sub-dimensional neighborhood around
every image point. The neighborhood is dened as the linear envelope
spawned over a given sub-dimensional vector frame. In the paper we
consider in particular the frame formed by an arbitrary number of the
rst largest principal directions of the Hessian. In general, the method
segments ridges, valleys and other critical surfaces of dierent dimensio-
nalities.
Because of its explicit computational nature, the method gives a fast
way to segment height ridges in dierent applications. The so dened
topological point sets are connected manifolds and therefore our method
provides a tool for feature grouping. We have demonstrated the grouping
properties of our construction by introducing in two dierent cases an
extra image coordinate. In one of the examples we considered the scale
as an additional coordinate and in the second example, local orientation
parameter was used for grouping and segmenting elongated structures.
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1 Introduction and Related Works
In this paper we introduce a topological quantity that characterizes the neig-
hborhood of every pixel in scalar images of arbitrary spatial dimensions. This
quantity is an integer number that can single out special points such as extrema
and saddle points (all being critical points). It can also be generalized to dene
the membership of the point to extended sub-dimensional structures such as rid-
ges or edges. We introduced the topological homotopy class number in [2,3] in
relation to its importance for the deep-structure image analysis and application
to multi-scale segmentation. In its essence this number reﬂects the behavior of
the gradient image vector in a close neighborhood around the given point. In the
simplest one-dimensional case, the topological class of a point is dened as the
dierence of the sign of the signal derivative taken from both sides of the point.
Clearly this number is zero everywhere except in the local extrema.
The proper generalization to higher dimensions is provided by the homo-
topy class D−1(SD−1) that parameterizes the space of non-equivalent (non-
deformable smoothly into each other) mappings between two D−1 dimensional
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spheres (D is the number of dimensions of the image). The mapping is dened
by the normalized gradient vector taken on a closed surface (homotopic to a
sphere) surrounding the test point. One can show that the set of non-equivalent
mappings for D>1 can be labeled with an integer number. This is particularly
evident in the D = 2 example where the topological number reduces to the well-
known winding number [4] indicating the number of times the gradient vector
rotates around its origin when a point is circumventing the test point. Extrema
points have winding number +1, saddle points are with winding number −1 and
for regular points the number vanishes. A detailed discussion on the 2D case
is presented in [2] and in the next section we give a concise summary of the
construction as well as of its generalization to arbitrary image dimensions.
In addition to segmentation of critical points, the method is extended in this
paper for localization of points lying on relative critical sets [1,7]. To this end
we introduce a relative homotopy class of a given test image point dened as
the homotopy class calculated on a linear sub-space in the neighborhood of the
test point. This sub-space can be dened as a linear envelope spawned over the
vectors of a given vector frame eld. A particularly important case is that of
the frame formed by a subset of the eigenvectors of the Hessian (the matrices
of the second image derivatives). In this case we obtain a constructive denition
for topological ridges. We can classify such a point set by the number of the
Hessian eigenvectors dening the subspace and by the signs of the corresponding
eigenvalues. Alternatively we can dene the relative critical sets by using for
instance any globally dened (image independent) frame eld.
Another interesting case is the hyper-dimensional critical set dened relative
to the gradient vector itself and segmented by the zero-crossings of the second
derivative in the direction of the gradient. This point set can be interpreted as
a topological edge.
Critical points and various topological point-sets play an essential role in
uncommitted image analysis as revealed in [9,10]. These topological structures
were studied in the context of multi-scale image analysis [8,11]. They form a
sort of a topological back-bone on which the image structures are mounted.
2 Homotopy Numbers
In [2] we give self-contained denitions of our quantities as well as a detailed
proof of their essential properties. Here we present the highlights of the con-
struction and introduce some brief notations that provide the natural basis for
the introduction of a topological number associated to any singular image point.
Suppose P is a point in the image and VP is a region around P which does
not contain any singularities (points where the gradient vector vanishes) except
possibly P. We dene a quantity characterizing the image in the surrounding
of the point P. Let SP be a closed hyper-surface, topologically equivalent to a
D − 1 dimensional sphere, such that it is entirely in VP and our test point P is
inside the region WP bounded by SP. In other words, P 2 WP : SP = @WP.580 S.N. Kalitzin et al.
At any non-singular point A =( x1;:::;x D) we can dene a (D −1) form:
(A)=i1di2 ^^diDi1i2:::iD; i =
@iL
(@jL@jL)
1=2 (1)
where i1i2:::iD is the totaly antisymmetric tensor.
An important property of the (D − 1) form  is that it is a closed form,
or d(A) = 0. This property ensures the correctness of the denition of the
topological quantity
(P)=
I
A2SP
(A): (2)
The integral above is the natural integral of a (D − 1) form over a (D − 1)
dimensional manifold without border.
If W is a region where the image has no singularities, then the form  is
dened for the entire region W. After applying the generalized Stokes theorem
and using the fact that  is closed, we obtain that the topological quantity (2)
is identically zero for non-singular points. Therefore the topological number (2)
can be used to localize the set of singular points in the image.
For one-dimensional signals L(x), the topological number (2) of a point P = x
is ultimately simple: P  sign(Lx)B − sign(Lx)A for any A;B : A<P<B
in the close vicinity of P. In other words, the topological number of a point is
reduced to the dierence between the signs of the image derivative taken from
the left and from the right. Obviously, P = 2 for local minima, P = −2
for local maxima and P = 0 for regular points or in-ﬂex singularities. For
two-dimensional images the topological number 2 labels the equivalent class of
mappings between two unit circles (see the Introdiction). This label also is known
as the winding number. Clearly, the winding number of any closed contour must
be an integer multiple of 2. It is possible to show, see [2], that in extremal points
(minima or maxima) the winding number is +1, in non-degenerate saddle points
it is −1 and in regular points it is 0. In degenerate saddle points, named also as
\monkey saddles" the topological number is −n + 1 where n is the number of
ridges or valleys converging to the point.
3CriticalSetsRelativetoVectorSub-frames
3.1 General Construction
The general idea is to select at every image point P a local linear sub-space KP
and to project the gradient vector Li onto it:
L(x)=hi
(x)Li(x): (3)
Here hi
;=1 ;:::;D K are the local frame vectors dening the linear sub-space
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The next step is to compute the relative homotopy number (K)i np o i n t
P 2 RD in analogy with (2). where now the closed surface SP around P is
of dimension DK − 1 and lies in the sub-space KP  LE(h(P)) where LE()
stands for linear envelope. The (DK −1) form  is computed as in (1) but from
the vector eld 3. As we already mentioned, the local linear space KP is dened
as the linear envelope over the vectors h(P);=1 ;:::;D K taken in the test
pont P. We assume that the set of vectors h is of maximal rank DK.
Now we dene our central construct, the topological critical set, relative to
the sub-frame h.
Denition 1. Let h(x) be a local non-degenerate sub-frame of dimension (rank)
DK and let the local linear envelope of this frame be Kx. The point set
PS(h):fx;x 2 RD; x(Kx) 6=0 g (4)
is the relative critical point set (RCPS) associated to the local frame h.
Clearly denition 1 implies L(P) = 0 when P 2 PS(h). Therefore our RCPS
is equivalent to those dened in [1,7].
It is clear that if DK = D, or in other words if the local sub-frame is complete,
the relative homotopy class is just the full homotopy class. The manifold dened
in denition (1) will then be of dimension 0. In fact this set is the set of all
critical points in the image.
In addition to the feature that the topological number (2) is non-zero, the
RCPS can be characterized by the value of this number and eventually by some
characteristic properties of the sub-frame h.
Now we address the question of the local topological structure of the RCPS
associated with an arbitrary sub-frame hi
. We show in what follows that:
Proposition2.IfpointPbelongstotherelativecriticalpointsetfromde-
nition (1) and if the Hessian in P is non-singular, then the point set is locally
isomorphic to a linear space of dimension D − DK.
The following proof uses some techniques from dierential geometry that provide
the adequate covariant formalism.
Proof. Let the sub-frame hi
a;a= D−DK+1;:::;Dbe chosen in such a way that
the system of vectors h;h a represents a complete frame in the D-dimensional
space of the image and hi
ahi
 = 0 (summing over all repeated indices is assumed)
for all a; from the corresponding ranges. If the point P belongs to the RCPS
dened by the sub-frame h then obviously L  hi
@iL(P)=0 .I fP has
coordinates xi then the innitesimally close point with coordinates xi +xi will
belong to the same RCPS if xArAL = 0 where the index A takes all values
of 1;:::;D; xA  (h−1)A
i xi and rA is the covariant derivative induced by
the frame hA (such that rAhB = 0). Applying these notations we obtain the
following equation for the variation xi:
xihj
@i@jL(P)=0 : (5)582 S.N. Kalitzin et al.
Using the completeness of the system hA and the orthogonality between ha and
h we obtain:
xi@i@jL(P)=Cahj
a; (6)
where Ca are D − DK arbitrary constants. If the Hessian Hij  @i@jL(P)i s
non-singular it can be inverted giving the following form of the RCPS coordinate
variations:
xi =( H−1)ijhj
aCa: (7)
Clearly the system gi
a  (H−1)ijhj
a has rank D−DK as it is obtained by a non-
singular linear transformation from the sub-frame ha. Therefore, the variations
in eq. (7) belong to the D −DK dimensional linear envelope over the sub-frame
ga.
The above proposition motivates the introduction of RCPS as topological mani-
folds. It is clear from the proof that these manifolds are continuous for all points
where both the image Hessian and the sub-frame are dened and non-singular.
In the following sub-section we give some important examples of RCPS as-
sociated with a subset of the principal eigenvectors of the local Hessian.
3.2 Denition and Detection of Topological Ridges
Let the local Hessian eld Hij  @i@jL(x) have eigenvalues 1;:::; D with
corresponding eigenvectors h1;:::;h D. We can assume that the eigenvalues are
labeled in decreasing order of their absolute values: j1j >  > jDj. There
are dierent ways to select a sub-set of eigenvectors to form the sub-frame h in
the denition 1. In what follows the following denition is most suitable for the
interpretation of the RCPS as height ridges and their generalizations.
Denition3.AtopologicalridgesetR(m+;m−)(L)ofco-dimensionm++m− 
DK is dened as a RCPS associated with the Hessian eigenvectors h1;:::;h DK
corresponding to the DK largest by absolute value of the eigenvalues ; =
1;:::;D K. Excluded are points where the Hessian is degenerate so that there is
no unique set of . In the so dened point set only those points are included
where there are exactly m+ positive and m− negative Hessian eigenvalues.
This denition puts a natural label on the topological ridge. For example if
m+ =0 ;D K = m− we obtain a classical height ridge, if m− =0 ;D K = m+
we have a valley. In the general cases where m+ 6=0 ; m− 6= 0 we can talk of
\saddle ridges". The denition extends the DK = D case where the ridge is of
dimension zero. Then we have the possibilities of maxima, minima and saddle
pointsofdierentsignature.Notethattheclassicationimpliedbydenition3
is richer than the one induced from the value of the topological number alone.
For non-degenerate critical points the homotopy class is equal to the sign of the
determinant of the Hessian (see detailed proof in [2]). Obviously a lot of dierent
signaturesdiscriminatedbydenition(3)willhavethesamehomotopynumber.Frame-Relative Critical Point Sets in Image Analysis 583
Asaconsequencefromproposition(2),thetopologicalridgesaremanifolds
of dimension D−DK. In this case the vectors h are eigenvectors of the Hessian
and we can choose the frame ha;h  from the proof (1) to be the entire system
of eigenvectors of Hij (and therefore also of H−1).
In this case we have Hijhj
  hi
 for all  =1 ;:::;D K and therefore
equation 5 takes the form
xihi
 =0 ; no summation over : (8)
It is easy to see that if  6= 0 for all  then eq. (7) now takes the simpler form:
xi = hi
aCa: (9)
Therefore, as an addition to the general RCPS properties, the topological ridges
are locally orthogonal to the vector system h.
A dierent denition may include the eigenvectors corresponding to the rst
DK eigenvalues of the Hessian ordered by their signed value. Such scheme is
extensively studied in [7]. The corresponding classication in that case will par-
tially overlap with ours and namely for the cases of Rm;0 and R0;m RCPS (strict
valleys or ridges). For the mixed signatures the two schemes will segment out
dierent topological manifolds. We note that our general constructive approach
from denition (1) can be used for both of the denitions. A comparison of the
dierent vector frame eld choices and their relations will appear in a forthco-
ming publication.
A direct consequence of the denition of topological ridges as relative critical
sets is the relation:
m+  m0+;m−  m0− ! R(m+;m−)(L) 2 R(m
0
+;m
0
−)(L): (10)
The importance of this inclusion is discussed in the next section where it pro-
vides a way for detection of both critical lines and their annihilation points in
one-dimensional signals. Another practical application includes detection of the
optimal scale for elongated image structures and simultaneously establishing a
link to the nest scale.
For completeness we nally include the system of topological edges dened as
the point set where the quantity (x) = sign(ijHij(x+))−sign(ijHij(x−
)) takes value −2 for some small . This point sets are nothing else but the
(negative) zero-crossings of the second image derivative in the direction of the
gradient vector .
4 Examples and Applications to Image Processing
We rst give a summary of the possible RCPS congurations in the dierent
signal dimensions. In the simples 1D case we have only two possible sub-sets,
the local minima and the local maxima.
In two dimensions, the possible cases are given in table 1.584 S.N. Kalitzin et al.
m+ 01 2
m−
0 regular negative ridge minimum
1 positive ridge saddle x
2 maximum x x
Table1.Thepossiblepointsetsfortwodimensionalsignals.An`x'standsforan
impossibleconguration.
m+ 012 3
m−
0 regular negative surface negative string minimum
1 positive surface saddle string saddle point x
2 positive string saddle point x x
3 maximun x x x
Table2.Thepossiblepointsetsforthreedimensionalsignals.An`x'standsforan
impossibleconguration.
Finally the 3D case is classied in the table 2: Scipping the trivial 1D case,
our rst example uses a 2D MRI image. The complete relative critical set system
is given in gure 1. Note the inclusion relations between the dierent RCPS.
The second illustration of our method uses also the 2D technique but instead
of an original 2D signal, we consider a scale-space built over a one-dimensional
signal L(x).
L(x;t)=
1
Nt
Z
dx0e
−(x−x0)2
4t L(x0); (11)
where t is the scale and Nt is a normalization factor. Next we have taken the
second natural derivative t@x
2L(x;t) for the reason that we will comment shortly.
We can now localize the ridges R1;0, R0;1 as well as the 2D critical point sets
R2;0 [R0;2 (this is the set of all extrema) and R1;1 (the set of all saddle points).
We see that the inclusion property 10 assigns the set of saddle points as the set of
annihilation points for the 1D critical trajectories (ridges and valleys from a 2D
point of view). Another appearance of the inclusion relation we nd the extremal
points lying over the ridges. We can interpret these points as scale selectors in
the sence that they indicate local extrema of the second natural derivative of the
signal both in space, x, and scale, t, directions. If we have instead chosen just the
second signal derivative, no extrema would have been found as a consequence of
the smoothening property of the transformation (11).
As a 3D example we consider two dierent superstructures built over a 2D
image given in the rst frame of gure 3. In one of the computations we take
the 2D analog of the scale space (11) of the natural Laplacian, just as in the 1DFrame-Relative Critical Point Sets in Image Analysis 585
Fig.1. Left frame: An mri 256x256 sagittal image of a human head. Right frame:
Complete set of 2D ridges (red) and valleys (blue), edges (green) and singular points
(extrema: yellow, saddle points: purple). The calculations are done for a spatial scale
of 2 pixels.
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Fig.2. Left frame: One dimensional signal of 256 data points. Rigth frame: RCPS
of the scale-space of the second natural derivative of the signal. White corresponds to
ridges, black to valleys, blue to saddle points, green to maxima and purple to minima.
case, and as a second 3D signal we consider the orientation bundle
F(x;y;)=
Z
dx0dy0(x − x0;y− y0;)L(x0;y0) (12)
where (x;y;) is any orientation lter. For the example in gure 3 we have
chosen for an anisotropic Gaussian kernel with scale ratio of 10 along the selected
orientation .
In gure 3 we have depicted only the most interesting for this application case
of positive strings relative to a suitably chosen two-dimensional vector frame. We
used two dierent frame-elds in detecting the RCPS.
In the scale-space case (bottom left frame) one of the frame vectors was sel-
ected to point always in the direction of the scale (z-axis) and the second vector
was selected as the eigenvector corresponding to the highest eigenvalue of the
2D Hessian. In the orientation space x;y; the vector frame was chosen as ex-586 S.N. Kalitzin et al.
plained in gure 3. We clearly see that strings in the scale space construction
represent elongated objects "lifted" at their optimal scale. In the case of orienta-
tion bundle, the elongated objects (blood vessels in the examples) are segmented
at their optimal orientation (the vertical dimension). Crossing lines thus become
separated as their local orientations at the crosspoint are dierent.
In the last example we used fully the ﬂexibility of our denition (1). While
for genuine 3D signals a vector frame eld is provided naturally by the system
of the Hessian eigenvectors, for 3D signals obtained by some pre-processing con-
structions a specic frame eld can be more suitable for the interpretation of
the results.
5 Conclusions
In the present paper we proposed a constructive denition of relative critical sets
in images of any spatial dimensions. The denition is very ﬂexible because it
associates critical sets to an arbitrary chosen local vector frame eld. Depending
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Fig.3. Top Left frame: Vessel structure of the optical image of human retina. Top
Right frame: Two-dimensional ridge structure dened by the RCPS R
(0;1). Bottol Left
frame: Scale space strings (green) of the natural Laplacian of the image. We xed one
vector of the local frame eld in the direction of increasing scale. Bottom Right frame:
Orientation space strings (blue lines) obtained as RCPS in the orientation bundle (12).
The 2D frame eld is taken to be orthogonal to the vector (cos(),sin(),0) where 
(measuring the vertical axis) is the angle argument of the orientation lter in (12).Frame-Relative Critical Point Sets in Image Analysis 587
on the visual task, dierent model structures can be identied with the relative
critical sets. As a consequence our construction can be purely intrinsic (dened
only by the image structures), or it can involve externally specied frames. The
last situation may be useful for involving additional model information. In this
paper we demonstrated the examples of two of the most-popular intrinsic cases:
the sets of ridges and edges.
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